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LC+ is a project to interconnect the world with one of the world’s leader in the medical industry, 
South Korea. Through the blockchain project, LC+ plans to ‘de-localize’ the medical world by 
providing a platform with various smart-services for patients, hospitals, and research institutions.

Most medical projects solely focus on a single aspect of the blockchain 
technology: privatized access and share of the distributed ledger. Only some 
projects allow for stable coin based payments. These projects usually partner 
with hospitals, but do not have the infrastructure to implement day-to-day use.

LC+ project is extremely different because the technological developments are 
based on the actual services of KMP (Korea Medical Park)’s services and other 
affiliates. A cryptocurrency in the future is useless without a day-to-day use case. 

Our affiliate LCG Medical Research Institute is another key advantage the project 
has compared to other medical blockchain projects. Our own medical research 
institute not only has patents to unprecedented technology but also plans to 
globalize the use of these technologies. 

OUR MAJOR DIFFERENCES

LC+ is a developing, expanding project. Soon there will be an easy-to-use smart 
payment system, online store for medical products, and smart user management 
system. The token will be used across all LC+ services and platform.

The beauty of cryptocurrency industry is that it has its own characteristics separate 
from the blockchain industry. While in most cases it acts as the fuel for the network, 
cryptocurrency has similar intrinsic characteristics to a digital token and stocks. You 
can invest, trade, and use LC+ at the world’s major cryptocurrency exchanges.
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